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Recognition and fsomorphism Algorithms
of Shop Graphs

TANKA NAttt Ottlir,tAte*

Abstrect: Sho,p graphs arerhe graphic r!presentations ofclassical shop scheduling problems. We
P*t-i an efficient algorithm to decide wtrether 

I 
gven directed slprt it a shop graph. Thisext!nds a result on the recop.ition atgorithms of iequence g"ph- (;t"li. orientation of the

Haouning graph K,, x K, )' Orientations of the K,, , K, play important roles in practical shop
Foblems' Moreover, we give a short review on the concept of sequence (acyclic shop graph)isoanrphisms.

Kcy words: shop problems, recognition algorithm, isomorphic sequences.

l.Introduction

Inann xmshopschedul ingproblem,eachjobi with i  e I :  t l ,  . . . ,n)
bas tobeprocessedoneach mach ine  j  w i th  j  e i :  {1 ,  . . . ,m\  exac t lyonce
*ihout preemption for the processing time pii > 0. we urr*" that, ata time, each
machine can process at most one job and each job can be processed on at mosr one
mrhine. LetsIJ:IxJbethesetof alloperations oi7 with i e Inj e,/. The matrix
of processing times is denoted by p: 

fpufn",.wedenote the completion time ol..irb
r qr machines by c and the matrix of completion times by c : fcii)n*, so that
c = max.,(cry) holds, where c,7 is the completion time of operation ot.i. A
scbcduling problem is denoted by a triple a lf I r, where a describes the machine
carirooment B gives the job characteristics and ,, represents the objective function
(cf- [ I I ]). The machine order for job i is the order of machines which process job r,
rtcreas the job order on machineT is the order ofjobs processed on machLe;.
T'e bave to find a feasible combination of machine orders and job orders

' 'nc 
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(a sequence) which minimised the makespar C'u* = mini {G}' A schedule give the

corresponding time table.

A computational problem is afunctionfl: Z-+ L where Z isthe set of all

problem instances I and Y is the set of solutions both reasonably encoded as strings

of symbols in predefined alphabet. A problem fl is called decision problem

if y: {ges, rw\.Each optimisation problem has its decision counterpart which is

associated by defrnrng an additional threshold value y for the corresponding

objective function y. io, example, given an additional threshold value y 1br the

objective function I we ask : does there exist a feasible solution x e x such that

y(X)<g?Thesignif icantmeaningsofeachofthespaceandt imecomplexi t iesfrom
the cornputational point of view are systematically analysed in [9]' Inforrnally, a

decision problem is said to be in class P if there is a polynomial time algrtrithrn

so lv i t rg i t .Adec is ionprob le rnbe longs to thec lassNPi fapos i t i veanswerc i t t the
verified in polynomiut ,inl"' One of the rnajor open problems of tttodetn

nralhematics is whether ?: N?. A decision problem in NP is called N?-comliete 7l'

it cirn be solved polynomially only if P: N?'

In Section 2, we summarise the block-matrices model and give some basic notiotrs

u l 'g ,up t ' sapp l icab le in thecons ideredshopschedu l ingprob lems ' ln theb lock-
nra t r i cesmode l ,a l lg raphtheore t ica ls t ruc tu res inshopprob lemsarebas ica | |y
described by means of special latin rectangles. For a detailed description ol'these

structureswereferto[5]andtohttp:/ / fma2.math.uni.magdeburg.de/- l ist t .

Insec t ion3,g ivenaconnectedd igraphwemain lydea l theprob lemofdec idhrg
whether it is a shop graph in a Joi scheduling problem. we give an efficient

recogrrition algorithm riitr, Un.u, time and space complexities' One of the objectivcs

to consider such a problem is to investigate some interesting properties of Hamming

graph in shop scheduling problems'

The problernof"efficiently recogrising whether a given graph is a Hamnthg^ .

graph is often treated in the literature (cf. tli3,14l)' A first non-algorithntic proof

is : up to isomorphism, all finite connected graphs have unique prime factorisation

(ct'. [21]). Recall that none of the algorittrms wtrictr belongs to the class ol gencli'rl

decomposit ionalgori thmsofgraphs*i th," ,p." t totheCartesianproduct is l incrrr .
S*eral algorithms f- r."og;ri"g Hamminggraphs have already been proposed in

the lirerature. rn" ,rrn"i"g"time 
-complexity 

or tn" first algorithm is bourrded 5y

O(lVf ) (cf. t23l). The fastest known approach for recognising whether a given

graphisaHamminggraph,bysolvingprimefactorisationalgorithmswithrespectto
the graph Cartesian ?r"J".,, is preintea in t1]. Given an undirected connectcd

graph G : (V,E)in its'adjacency list data structuri, a (unique) prime factorisation of

G is obtained with t;;;ti" 'h" cunt'iun product n o(lE l- log (l z l)) time (ct ' [ 1 l)'

An alg'rithm *itt l#a. time complexity with respect to the edges of the graph is

I

{
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presented in tl4l and [13]. Note that the space complexity is also linear in [13] with

"dj""*.y 
list representations. In this way, the considered Hamming graph

recopition problem is solved in linear time. We refer to a couple of algorithms in

ttre cited articles for detailed descriptions and the references therein for maty

striking characterisations of Hamming gaphs and several other classes of graphs

closely relatedto Haraming gaphs.
In section 4, we consider the decision version of a sequence graph

isomorphism,problern arising from shop scheduling problems. The decision version

of the graph isomgfphism problem is to decide whether given two graphs Gt and Cn

"re 
iso-morphic. ilri Graph automorphism problem is : given a graph G, decide

whether its automorphism gfoup contains non-trivial automorphism.

Much effort has been made to furd efficient algorithms for the graph

isomorphism problem but no polynomial algorithm for this problem has becrn

develoied und it it unknoWn if such an algorithm can exist' The graph isomorphisrn

problem belongs to the class NP but it is still unknown whether it belongs to the

lUss p o,. ,rpro.plete. However, for certain special subclasses of graphs, the

isomorphism problem is efficiently solvable. For example, planar graphs solved by

J. E. HbpCRbFT and J.W. WONG n t974, undirected graphs generated front latin

squares solved by G,L. MILLER in 1978, graphs of bounded valence (cf. [17])'

cyclic tournurn.nts (cf. t19l) and graphs of bounded average genus (cf' [6])'

Because all undirdcted ldges can be replaced by two anti-parallel arcs' the

isomorphism problqm for undirected graphs is polynomial time reducible to a

conesponding-isomdrphism problem for the directed graphs. on the other hand, the

airectia grupt irororphism problem is polynomial time reducible to the problem of

undirectJrl graph isomorphism (cf. [1S]); ttre problem of directed graph isomorphism

and undirected graph isomorphism are po$nomially equivalent' .
some coniluding remarks are contained in the ftnal section of the paper

2. Basic ConcePts

Given a combination of machine orders and job orders in a shop problern of

n jobs and ''? machines, we define the following pair of acyclic digraphs with vertex

sct.s/I
. Machine order graph Guo =(SIJ,Euo), where the

precedence constraints of all machine orders'

c Job order graph Go=(SIJ,Eo), *vhere the set

precedence constraints of all job orders'

set of arcs contains the

of arcs contains the

Thc gnphs Qys md'Gn consist of n and m acyclic components, respectively' We

,.pru, by Mo=lmoill md Jo=lioifl the n x m rank maffices of given graphs

Gro and Gn, calledmachine order matrix and job order matrix, respectively' the

ral of a vertex in an acyclic directed gaph is the number of vertices on a longest
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path from a source to the vertex itself. lvloreover, joil is the position of job i in the
job order on machineT and mal is the position of machine j in the machine ordcr ftrr
job i. The collections of all job order matrices and machine order matrices are.
respectively, denoted by JOand, MO.

o For given MO and JO, and the set 5L/ of operations we define a digraph
Guo,to =(SIJ,EuoJo), where the arc set Euo.to = Euov En reflects all
machine orders and all ordbrs.

E  R R
t 6  6 t  6 l
i l  |  l )
\t )1 ){
a r w a l

Figure l: The Transitive Graphs Guo,GLo and Guo_Lo

Note that , the graph Guo,to is connected and it may or may not be acyclic. We use

[G] for the underlying undirected graph of a digraph G.

Defurition l. For any pair (MO,JO), the graph Guo.Lo is called a transitive shop
graph. If the graph is acyclic (cyclic) we call it a transitive sequence graph (non-
sequence graph).

If we consider only direct precedence constraints in the foregoing graphs,
tlre attribute "transitive" is dropped. The pair (MO, JO) is a sequence (non-
sequence) if the shop graph is acyclic (cyclic), respectively. Here, transitivc shop
graphs and shop graphs are denoted by the same notations for the easiness. The
graphs in Figure I illustrate the transitive graphs of machine orders, job orders and
non-sequence graph with m: n: 3.

For each sequence graph Guo.to we can describe the sequence (MO,JO)

by a rank matrix, too. The corresponding matrix A : ["u] contains the rank of the

vertex oU for each operation ou in the sequence graph Guo,Lo. Note that the rank

matrix A is a5pecial latin rectangle with sequence property '. for each integer ln1 > |

there exists the integer ln1-l n row i or in column T or in both. Recall that a lal in

rectangle LR[n,m,qf:  [ / ry]  is amatr ixof s ize nx mwith i ts entr ies l i1 e {1,2,. . . ,

4) such that each integer of the symbol set occurs at most once in each row and at
most once in each column of ZR (cf. [7]). If n : m : q holds, then the matrix is a
latin square of order n and is denoted by LS fnl.
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On the other hand, given any latin rectangle LR fn' m, 4f = [/4], we can

define a sequence graph by means of its entries lni as a level of the vertex o,7.

Therefore, in pa(icular, ffiy latin rectangle satisfuing the sequence property

obviously produces an acyclic digraph for a shop scheduling problem with n jobs

and m machines. Therefore, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the

set of all latin rectahgl'es with sequence property and the set of all sequence graphs

ior the open shop scheduling problem (cf.[5]).

The sets of all sequences and sequence graphs of format n x m in

machine environment o are denoted by LR(a ; n, m) and by 9o@; n, nt).

respectively. If the contpxt is clear from the considerations, then we

nray denote these sets simply by LR and Q o, respectively .lf m : n: q, then the

set of all latin squares LSInJ concentrated in machine environment a is denoted by

LS(d; n). Clearly, all latin squares satisff the sequence property. Each element of

LA.a; n, m) is also called sequence. A sequence contains all information about

machine orders and job orders of the corresponding sequence graph. The terms like

source, sink, operation, path, etc., are interchangeable in the sequence graph and the

sequence accordingly. By the one-to-one correspondence, we see that the

determination of the cardinality of Qo(a ) n, m), which in general is an unsolved

counting problem, can also be described as the problem of determination

.rf cardinality LR (s. ; n, m) in the open shop scheduling problem, but the lafler

problem is also quite hard. One possibility to handle the former problem is the

;hromatic polynomial of the Hamming graph Knx K,, however, the calculation is

i iard (see [12]) .
Note that an infinite set of schedules can be assigned to each sequencc' On

:he other hand, each schedule contains all information about its unique sequence'

\lore formally, we can define an equivalence relation R on the set of all schedules

J S :

SrRszebothschedulesSland52baseonthesamesequenceZR.

It is clear that each equivalence class contains an infinite number of

.;hedules but the number of classes is finite; a trivial upper bound is (n!)'(rn!)'; we

:.,ter to [8, 12] for some improvements. In order to find a set of distincl

:epresentaiives, we may use the semiactive schedules under unit processing times,

: e . all sequences. A schedule is called semiactive if each operation oii e sIJ is

:iarted as early as possible with respect to the given machine orders and job orders'

lltr\\,!\,!r, to every sequence of a shop scheduling problem, we can associate a

-rique semiactive schedule c = (A,P) in linear tlme o(nm) (cf. [5]). The same time

:omplexity holds for the calculation of the weights of a longest path through the

rerarion oil for each operation oy ! SIJ (cf. [5]). Given a sequence of certain
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format, determining the associated semiactive schedule is a polynomially solvable
problem. Therefore, the main difficulty on the complexity of shop scheduling
problems lies also to the construction of appropriate sequences.

The transitive sequence graph is an acyclic oriented digraph of the disjunctive

graph (see l22l), where all vertices oa e SIJ have unit processing time weights.

Disjunctive graphs are widely used to represent certain schedules for general

shop scheduling problems. On the other hand, if we assign in a graph

9r*(SIJ,Euo.to) a vertex cost pU to each oii e SIJ, we canconsiderdifferent

objective functions on the set Q o(a ; n, m) of sequences graphs and hence on the

set y'R(a; n,n) of sequences, too. In particular,if PU = I for all i and j, then we

have the equation C : y'R ln, m, rl. Moreover, C-r" = max {c1ilo;1 e SIJ} is given by

the weight of a critical path (the length of a longest path from a source to a vertcx

itself) in G 7p in the case of operations set 5L,I: 1 x .I. Then the problem in this case

is to detennine a sequence with minimal cardinality of the insertion set, for instancc.

The graph [G4 ]conesponds to the linegraph of bipartite graph G : (l v J, D

with edge (i, j) e E if and only if job i with i e {1,2,... , n} is processed machine 7
with j  e {1,2,. . .  ,m\.  For example, the underly ing graph [G4] for AV:21y is

isornorphic to the 4-cycle Za.The linegraph L(G): (Vt, E t)of a gaph G= (V, E) is

a graph with V2 = E and {ob, ry) e E 7 if and only if {a,b\ and {x,y}belonging to

the edge set E are adjacent in the graph G. A graph G: (V, ̂ E") is a bipartite if there

exist disjoint subsets U and W of V with V: U w I/ such that {u, w}e E irnplies

either (z e(J n w ell) or (weU n u e ,I/). The graph [Gfp] of the transitive closure

Gt[o of a sequence graph G6 is known as a comparability gaph. The transitive

closure of a digraph G:( V,E) is the digraph denoted by Gn = (Z,E//) such

that for each are (n de Et' there is a path w6 = (t)s,u1,'..,ut) in acyclic digraph

G: (V, E) with x= uo and U: u*. An undirected graph G: (Y,E is a comparability

graph (cf. t10l) ifthere exists an acyclic orientation E* ofedge set E such that the

corresponding digraph G* : (V, E*) is transitive closure.

Two graphs G1 =(V1,Et) (i:1,2) are said to be isomorphic denoted by

Gt =v Gz, if there exists a bijection y: V' + I/2 such that for alla,w e ( we have

{u, wleh if and only if {y\a\,y (w\\eEz; the bijection ry is called graph

isomorphism. .A, permutation on the set of vertices of a graph is called an

automorphism of a graph G : (V, E) if it is adjacency preserving.

The Cartesian product G := Gr x G2 of trvo simple finite graphs Gr and Gz

is the graph with vertex set V := Vr xVz and edge {ux, aAl e Et x Ez:: E whenever

{u,a \eEr and x: a, or {x, a\ eEz andu: u. It is easy to see that the graph

Cartesian product is commutative and associative and has the one-vertex simple

graph & asaunitsuchthat KxG:G:Gx K fgrany graphG. Becauseof the

Irl!.:
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associativity prope4y, one may wdte G : Gr x Gz x . . . x G, for a product G of

gfaphs and the vertex set of such a product the set of all r-tuples quz. . . a" where

ti is the vertex in the /c-th component. Moreover, the Cartesian product ol'two

gaphs is connected if and only if both factors are connected. A graph G is called
prime if G: Gt x@ implies G -- K or G2 = Kr. A set {G,G2,...,G,}of r-graphs

is called aprime factorisation of G if G = GrxG2 x.. . x G, and Gr ;t Kr for all

k= 1,2,., ̂ . r, where G is,a prime graph.
A Hamming graph I(G) is the Cartesian product of complete graphs, and

the Hamming distance, which is the shortest path distance in graph /{G), between

wo r-tuples u= n1u2, . , tr, and u =v11t2. . . o" is the number of positions in which

the entries in n and u differ. More formally, Hamming distance is defined as the

following discrete metric function:

for all z, u e H(G), d a(uP\ := l\k : tu + ulll,

so that the llamming gaph /{G) is a discrete metric space. In terms of

Hamming distance one may characterise two adjacent vertices n: trtu2. . . tt7 and

o: u()2...a, h H(G) it and only if dn(u,u)= 1. For example, the Clartesian

product of r copies of the complete graph Kz is a special Hamming graph, called

hypercube Q,(r-cube for short) or binary Hamming graph. This class of graplu

is a well known object in the field of gaph theory as well as computer science.

The definition of Hamming labelling can be described as follows. For all

t: L,2, . . . , r,let ttr 2 2 be given integers. Furthermore, we consider the vertices of

a r-dimensional Hamming gaph as aU f[=, t* such r-tuples u t: u1u2. . . u, with

I S rr < t* for all k= L,2,. . .,r,where two vertices are adjacent if and only if they

differ in exactly ong place. Then, this type of labelling of the vertices of Hamming

graph is called a Hamming labelling. Note that the product graph 
r

H(G) = K,, x Kt,x... x Kr, is an (7,tr -r)-regular graph on fl/* vertices, and
k=l

r

bcace it has * fl r, (}Lq tr - r) edges. Moreover, the neighbourhood of a vertex u
- k = l -

in 6is graph H(G) induces a disjoint union of complete graphs.- 
1'et G = (l/, E) be a connected digraph. A topological sorting of the vertices

of Zis a mapping o i I/ + ll, 2, . . .,114\ such that o(v) < o(ur) for all (u, w\ e E'

For example, o(v) = I for all sources u e v. It is well known that a digraph G is

*yclic if and only if there exists a topological sorting of G. The Topological Sorting

nfgoritn is implemented in O(lfl + 14) time (cf. [15, 16]) using an appropriate data

structufe.
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3. The Recognition Algorithm

In this section we present an efficient algorithm for the following decision
problem:

Given : A connected digraph G: (l/, E).

Question : Is G a transitive shop graph ?

Moreover, if the answer of this question is "yes", the algorithnr yields the
matrices MO and JO for the (transitive) shop graph G tu1o.1o.

we use two well-known algorithms, namely, the Hamming (iraPh
Algorithm (c1. F3 l4l) and the Topological sorting Algorithm (cf. [l5.t6l), 1or
solving this problem. Here for our purpose, the prescribed labelling algorithm is
applicable to the Cartesian product Kn x K* of two complete graphs starting frorn
the label 011 forthe first chosen vertex (cf. [2,8]).

A clique in a graph is its subgraph which is isomorphic to a complete
graph and a toumament is an oriented complete graph. we call E/' a tralsitiye
tournament if for all vertices (n0 e Et' and (a, z) eE" implies (nz) e f 

,, 
. Clcarly.

a tournament is transitive if and only if it is acyclic. Each 2-dimensional Ilanrnrbrg
graph Kn x K,, which is of order nm, contains m disjoint subgraphs isomorphic to
K. (so-called n-cliques), and n disjoint subgraphs isomorphic to K^ (so-called
rn-cliques). on the other hand, a transitive shop graph contains m disjoint subgraphs
isomorphic to transitive toumaments of order n (so-called column toumaments) and
n disjoint subgraphs isornorphic to transitive tournaments of order lll (so-called row
tournaments).

Now, we are able to formulate the following algorithm and veri$ its validity.

Algorithm 1. Transitive Shop Graph Recognition

lnput : Connected digraph G: (V, D.

Output : MO and JO, if G is a transitive shop graph.

Step 1. Call the Hamming Graph Algorithmfor the graph lcl of: (V, E).

UICI is not a Hamming Graph, then goto Step 5;
else output of the Hamming graph Algorithm:
n,m,for all u e V : label (u): ou with | < i < ry | <j < m ;

Step 2. Identify each vertex u with the associated label (u): ou ;

the cliques Ki and K'1 are the complete subgraplis of G: (V, E) induced by

the vertex sets l) {oi1\, i = 1,2,
j=l

respectively;

,n ,  and f - ,1 {o , t } ,  j=  1 ,2 , . . . ,  m,

\43"
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S t e p  3 .  F o r a l l  i e  { 1 , 2 , . . . , n } d o
begin

Call the Topological SortingAlgorithmfor the clique Kt ;

f Ki contains a cycle then goto Step 5;

else output of this algorithm : rk(oy)for all os e tr6{);
insert the values rk(oi1) into row i of matrix MO;

endj

Step 4. For all,/ ! {1, 2, . . . , m} do
begin

Call the Topological Sorting Algorithmfor the clique Kj ;
if Kj contains a cycle then goto Step 5;

else output of this algorithm : rk(o) for all o,7 e V(Kj);

insert the values rk(oii)into column j of matrix JO;

end;

Output r G is a transitive shop graph; MO,JO ; stop.

Step 5. G is not a transitive shop graph; stop

Because a tournament is transitive if and only if it is acyclic, it provides a linear time
complexity for recognising transitive (equivalently, acyclic) toumaments (cf. Il0l).
The matter is first to calculate the in-degree (or, out-degtee) of each vertex, and thern
to veriff that there are no repetitions among the in-degrees (or, out-degrecs). tt is
well known (cf. [20]) that each tournament contains an oriented Hamiltonian path.
Moreover, such an acyclic (equivalently, transitive) toumament contains exactly one
Hamiltonian path. Afterwards, each tournament which is a subgraph of a transitive
shop graph is spanned by a unique path.

Theorem L Let G = (V, E\ be a connected digraph. Then the problem rf deciding
whether G is a transitive shop graph is solvable in O (max {mn2 ,m2n}) tinrc.

Proof: Given a connected undirected graph G : (V, E), the problem of deciding
ufiether [G] is a Hamming graph is solvable by the Labelling Algorithm and the
ttamming Graph Algorithm in O@l) time complexity (cf. [3, 14]). Here, given the
connected digraph G : (Y, ^E") we consider the underlying undirected graph [G].
Afterwards, we call the Hamming Graph Algorithm [3, 14] and decide if it is a
Hamming graph ofthis kind.

Total time complexity for the Steps 3 and 4 is approximately the same as
6at of Topological Sorting Algorithm, namely, O(lV1+lEl) and this bound can be
rcduced to QlEl) in this case, because 14 < lEl in our shop model. Because each
rcyclic orientation of a complete graph contains exactly one Hamiltonian path (cf.

lzsl
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[20]), by calling the Topological Sorting Algorithm [16] for all cliques in the

Flalnrning graph we determine the ranks of vertices which reflecl the precetlcncr

constraints. Thus, since the Steps 2 to 4 do not need more time than Step I in the

algorithm, the overall time complexity of the algorithm is not worse lhalt the

complexity of the Hamming Graph Algorithm.

Moreover, since the total number of edges in a F.amming graph associatcd

to any classical shop scheduling problems of our interest in n(i) + m(5). the tinre

conrplexity reaches O (max {mn2 ,nr2 n\) ' I

Clearly, the presented recognition algorithm is linear in time with respect to

the arcs ofthe input digraPh.

A transitive sequence graph is an acrclic orientation of the llanrmiltg

graph Knx K, (cf.13,l2]). Therefore, if ue consider the transitive sequence graph,

then the number of arcs of such a digraph Gr,, , - ; , ,  is n( ! \+nt( i ) ,  and i t  is

reduced to n (m-l) + m (n-l) in the case of a sequence graph without transitive

arcs. Therefore,

Theorem 2 For a given digraph G : (I'. E). the prohlen of deciding if it is a

transitive sequence graph is solt'able irl O(mar ',ntrt:.ttt:tt\y) time. Moreover, the

conrputational complexitl' of tlrc sequence ac'cordirr! ttt rt given n x ttt lt'tttt,tilive

sequence graph is O (max {nm: . nr: nl) .

prool': The prescribed algorithms in the cited ret'erences [3. 12] are the llanrnrilrg

Labelling Algorithm and the Hamming Graph Algorithnr Il'l]. and the 
'fopological

Sorting Algorithm [16]. The focus point of the proof of stated statement is to

consider the problem into two different algorithmic parts. In the first part, one

considers the former two algorithms in order to check and label the vertices il- it is a

Hamming graph. The final part is to calculate the rank if it is acyclic whiclt ctnr be

pe.formed byiopological sorting. Precisely, the rank of the vertex labeling o1, in the

sequence graph is associated with the value of the element o, in the sequence' ln

this sorting algorithm, we have to mark all sources instead of a single source at a

time and delete the marked sources and the adjacency arcs' The time complexity is

clear because of the number of arcs in this specific sequence graph' Moreover, flre

space complexities remain O(max {mnz,mzn\) by using the advantages of the

algorithms in [13], where the adjacency lists data structures are implemented' I

However, note that the complexity o(mn) is correct in the case of givcn

r? x ,r, sequence graphs without any transitive arcs. Furthermore, it is also clc:lr lhal

if tlre number of jobs is completely dominated by the number of machines (n<"'ntl,

tlren the computational time complexities o (max {mn2 ,mznl) and o(mn) reducc to

O(m2) and O(m), respectively.
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4. Isomorphbm of Sequences

In lhis section we rwiew an efficient algorithm (cf. [3, 12, 8]) for the

deision proble'm :

Given : Two sequences of the same format.

Question : Does there exists a sequence isomorphisrn ?

Moreover, if the answer of this question is "yes" the algorithm yields ap

isomorphism' We denote by Er,nr,cD, dtrd V, respectively' a row perlnutalion

rr G Sn,acolumnpermutation Ec G Sn, atransposition Oe 22, and y e 27, ol'a

matrix, where Sr is the usual symmetric gfoup on {1,2, . . . , tl and Zz is the cyclic

group of order two. The transposition of a matrix means reflecting in the rnain lelt-

to+ight diagonal. Note that (D maps sequence I to the transposed sequence A7" For

matrix reveision of sequence A, we have to replace each arc (oi1 ,otr) e E no.Lo by

an oppositely oriented arc (op1,oi1) in the sequence graph 6n=(SIJ,Euo.Lo)' ln

order to classiff the main structural differences and to get deeper study of equivalertt

sequence propirties between shop scheduling problems, the following definition is

more useful (see [4]).

Definition 2 Two sequences A and B are called structure isomorphic, graph

isonorphic or permutation isomorphic, denoted by A =, B, A =s B, or A =p B, tf

there exists a mapping such that (n,,x",(D,Y)A = B' (n"n"'lD\A: B or (n''t'')A

: B, respectively.

For the sake of simplicity, we simply say that two sequences A and B are

isomorphic if they are isomorphic under any one of the above isotllorphism

relatio.rs. The notion A =. B is used to represent such an arbitrary isomorphisln,

Note that the collection of all isomorphisms of the same type under the same fomrats

forms a goup. Therefore, there are three groups, namely, S, x S', & x S' x 22 and

& x S, x Zz x Zz according to each isomorphism type mentioned above. The order

of the group of pennutation isomorphisms is always nlm!,wheteas, for m * n,this

numbei is nlml, and 2nlml if we consider the gtoup of graph isomorphisms' and

gtoup of struch[e isomorphisms, respectively. Furthennore' if m = n, then the latter

two numbers are exactly doubled, because transposition of a sequence is also

applicable in this case.

Clearly, each of the relationsA=, B, or A=, B and A=p B dehned

aboVe yields an equivalence relation on the set LR decomposing the set of

all sequences into disjoint isomorphism classes. we denote by ?r, Qr and sI,

respectively, the collections of all permutation isomorphism classes,

8Juph irororphism classes and structure isomorphism classes. obviously,

lnf l r- lg.rl > fS-rl,sincetherelations Az, B+ A7, B+ A =' B hold' The
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sequences of an isomorphism class in ?I are equivalent with respect to an arbitrary
reindexing of the machines and of the jobs. Also, the sequences of an isomorphism
class in Er are equivalent with respect to an arbitrary renumbering of the completely
interchangeable machine set and job set. Finally, any two sequences belonging to the
sanre isomorphism class in Sr are equivalent in the sense that the orientations ol'
each operations are also allowed in addition to an arbitrary reindexing of the
completely interchangeable machine set and job set.

If an isomorphism =. applied to the sequence A results to the same sequence
A, it is called a sequence automorphism. Naturally, there corresponds to three types
of sequence automorphisms, namely, permutation automorphism, graph
automorphism and structure automorphism. The collection of all automorphisms in
each class forms a subgroup of the group of isomorphisms with respect lo thcir
cor respond ing  c lasses .  B .ecause,  ( (2 ,1 ,3 ) , (2 ,1 ,3 ) ,  O) . {  = .1  ho lds  i f  we have the

1 2  3  r l
sequence A :l | 2 3 l, the mapping ((2, l, 3), (2. l, 3), O) is a gruph

\ 3  ' . t  2 )

automorphism.

Definition 3 A sequence A: faiiln", is called in normal form if cr r = l, o,1 11ct11
( 2 <  j < l  <  m ) a n d a t < a y ( 2 <  i  < k <  n ) .

Two sequences I and B are graph isomorphic if and only if their associatcd
(transitive) sequence graphs G4 and Ga are isomorphic in rerms of graph theory. ln

[3] a polynomial time Sequence Isomorphism Algorithm (Sla) is presented in order
to decide whether two sequences are graph isomorphic. The main idea of this
algorithm is to put one of the given sequences in normal form and to make
appropriate permutations ofthe other so as to put it as the first. If there is no success,
one concludes that the given sequences are not graph isomorphic. In this way, for
given n x m sequences A and B, the permutation isomorphism of zl and r9 is
decidable in O(max {mn2,m2nl) time. With the same time complexity. the graph
isotnorphism of two sequences A and B as well as the sequence graph isonrorphisrn
belrvecn the transitive sequence graphs Gt and Gn are decidable.

The validify of the following theorem follows from the summarised S/'l (cf.

[8]). The summarised S1l is a compact form of the SIA in [3] and the concept o1'
structure isomorphism of sequences in [4]. Moreover, the time and spaoe
conrplexities of compact SIA remain similar to that of SU. Therefore,

Theorem 3 Let A and B be n x m sequences. Then the isomorphism of A and B is
decidable in O (mn{mn2,m2n}) time. I

Algorithm 2 The Sequence Isomorphism (,SZ)

I lpr

St.p

Sir"

Outpr

Table I
differen
tour per
; lass of
;lasses
rcprBs!n
of scquc
rpplf ing
:rom cor
lgull fo
r?res!Tlt

;frsscs p
iegt.Enc!

r ices or
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Irprt:Twoarbitraryn xrn sequencesA: [a;7] and B:[bul.

Srep I z Fbd l,n,^ , E"tl such that f./tr^ ,tt"nl A: A, , where sequence A, is normal;

Stcp 2 : For all entries oi; with h1 : I in B do:

l. Find [z," ,tr""J such that fno,8""f B:Bn , where ilt = h and B, is
normal;

2. lf B' : An , tetumthe isomorphism (nrn nr| ,E"n n;)), stop;

3. For m : n, tf Bn' = An , refrirn the isomorphism (n rn 7t ot , tt "n 
E;1, ,O) ,

stop;

4. If Bn : A!1, return the isomorphism (n,^ Tot ,tt"n n;),Yy, stop :

5. For m=n, if B'7 = A!1 , return the isomorphism (nr, Elot ,ft,., rr,.,1 .,D,Yr),

srop;

Output z An isomorphism (n r,n",O,$ if it exists.

Table l: Class Distribution of 2 x 2 Sequences

Table I Illustrates rowwise distribution of all sequences for 02 | n = 2 | y into
different sequence isomorphism classes. Namely, four different rows represent lhe
four permutation isomorphic classes whereas the last two rows together give: one
class of graph isomorphism as well as structure isomorphism; here, four pennutation
classes and three grapl/structure isomorphism classes. Clearly, the class
rgpresentatives form a system bf distinct representatives for the isomorphism classes
of sequences. The number of nonisomorphic sequences can be calculated by
applying Algorithm 2 on the set of all sequences, but this procedure is not sufficienl
from computational point of view. We refer to [4, 12] for its implementatior; with
small formats. However, a set of sequences generated only on the class
representatives (for example, the lexicographically minimal) of their equivalence
classes plays an important role for further investigation . In [4, 12] , properties of
sequence isomorphisms are applied to investigate a set of sequences which contains
at least one optimal solution independent of process'ing times.

$ ' ) ftil
(t ?) G l  3 t )  G ? )
(i ?) (31)  ( ; i )  f t t )

i)( ; i )  f ,?) f t ! )('
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5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have considered recogrition algorithms for special class ol'

graphs. so-called transitive shop graphs arising from shop scheduling problenrs.

investigations of such efficient algorithms allow us to study interesting properties o1'

the 2-dimensional Hamming graph K, x K,, in shop problems. Namely, bolh cyclic

as well as acyclic orientations of Kn x K, provide useful hints for firrther structu'al

analysis of shop problems. A Study of isomorphic properties of sequences not only

prouid., a decomposition of sequences but also gives some useful hints for l'urther

structural analysis of sequences from algebraic point of view. On the other hand' a

study of isomorphic properties of cyclic orientations of Kn x K, could be one ol'tlte

inteiesting subjicts from theoretical point of views. Results included in this field ale

again ofboth theoretical and practical interests'
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